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A Word from the Board
ummer has come and gone, fall is here, and with some trepidation, we are starting to look forward to
more normal (hopefully COVID-free!) times ahead. In the meantime, while case numbers are still high
here in BC, the STIBC Board is continuing to hold its monthly meetings on Zoom.
It has been an eventful quarter for the Society. Back in mid-August, some STIBC members brought to our
attention the plight of translators and interpreters who had worked alongside the Canadian mission in
Afghanistan. At STIBC, we support our colleagues around the world, and we are following the situation
closely to see if there is a role for us to play in assisting Afghan interpreters and translators arriving in BC. In
the meantime, for those who would like to support Afghan refugees, the Government of Canada has set up
this page.
We also had a positive response following the letter of concern that the board sent to CTTIC regarding
certification exam standards and marking. CTTIC reassured us that they are taking our concerns seriously
and will be carrying out a full review of their exam processes soon.
On September 30th, we celebrated International Translation Day, which here in Canada coincided with the
Day of Truth and Reconciliation. To mark the day, we were honored to host a celebrated literary translator,
Olivier Mannoni, who joined us online for an hour-long question and answer session on the perils and joys of
translating famous works. If you missed it, you can read more about the event on page 10 of this newsletter.
And if you’d like to learn more about Indigenous languages in Canada, check out UBC's new Indigenous
language fluency degree or the Indigenous Language Revitalization program offered at UVic. You can also
have a look at STIBC’s own workshop on Indigenous languages on page 4.
As for individual board members, Stefano Gulmanelli, a member of the Liaison Committee, has been working
with our Executive Director, J.P. Rhenault, to finalize a letter that will be sent to a selection of BC’s most
influential business leaders. The purpose of this communication is to emphasize that translating and
interpreting are not simply a matter of swapping one word in one language for a similar word in another,
which unfortunately seems to be the belief of many people, including many representing BC businesses and
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organizations. The idea is to communicate that only STIBC-certified members can guarantee the correct
rendering of the spirit and letter of what is expressed in the source language in any given context.
Luke Yin, whose mandate on the board includes collecting information about scams targeting STIBC
members, has some advice on how to spot scams, which you can read about on page 8.
Another long-time board member, Navdeep Atwal, has been working closely with J.P. to relaunch meetings
for the Court Services Branch (CSB) Advisory Committee. The Committee meetings should address several
issues affecting court interpreters, including booking criteria, cancellation policies, information provided by
registry staff, interpreting schedule system updates, and clarification on the information that should be made
available to interpreters about charges and the accused. If this sounds interesting, don’t miss this issue’s
interview with STIBC’s Vice President Trang Angie Nguyen, who has lots to share about court interpreting, on
page 6.
Finally, the office has been working very hard this quarter. As well as holding two exam preparation
webinars and organizing eight CTTIC exam sittings, they have helped put together some amazing workshops,
(13 workshops since the last issue and counting). Find out more about all upcoming workshops on page 2.

C

Newly Certified Members via CTTIC Exams and On Dossier
ongratulations to the following new STIBC-certified members! Any exam results received after
October 10th will be published in the next edition of the Voice.

Translation

Gabriel Garcia:
Yan Chen:
Hardeep Sandhu:
Svetlana Simeons:

Spanish > English
English > Chinese
Hindi > English
English > Russian

Interpreting (Community)

Leyli Niknafs
Interpreting (Court)

Said Hadidi

English <> Farsi
English <> Farsi

Upcoming STIBC Webinars
Official Document Translation
About the Workshop: Documents such as birth certificates, degree certificates, transcripts and driver's
licenses are issued in different ways in different countries, and there are specific formats and procedures that
can be used when translating these documents into English. This workshop aims to clarify some of the
questions the STIBC office has received over the years and give suggested guidelines to members/translators
who would like to do official document translations. Professional translators should be well organized in the
following areas: accepting/receiving documents to be translated, saving/storing documents, creating
templates, translating, preparing a translator's statement, preparing your translation package, delivering
your translation package to the client, and invoicing.
When: Wednesday, October 27th, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: Bekircan Tahberer holds a BA in German and an MA in the History of Medicine and
Ethics. He joined STIBC in 2009 and earned his first certification in 2010. He also worked for STIBC from 2009
to 2018. He has worked as a professional translator, historian, numismatist and writer.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
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Working with Translation Agencies
About the Workshop: Whether you are a new Translator or Interpreter, or a seasoned professional, the task
of deciding which jobs to accept can be very challenging. To help navigate the complicated choices, many
translators and interpreters choose to work with organizations that operate as language service providers
(translation agencies, interpreting companies, etc.) How do you choose the “right” agency for work? How do
you get hired by an agency? How do you avoid scams? These topics and more will be covered in the first part
of this informative workshop. After the presentation, participants will have the opportunity to engage in an
interactive discussion/FAQ session. So be sure to bring your questions--we will discuss them live on Zoom!
When: Wednesday, November 3rd, 2021, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: Bekircan Tahberer holds a BA in German and an MA in History of Medicine and Ethics.
He joined STIBC in 2009 and earned his first certification in 2010. He also worked for STIBC from 2009 to
2018. He has worked as a professional translator, historian, numismatist, and writer.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
New Associate and Newly Certified Member Orientation
About the Workshop: This interactive session is offered for new Associate Members and those who
achieved their title as Certified Translators or Interpreters in 2020-2021. We will offer an extensive Q&A
session covering topics such as: membership benefits, documents that Associate/Certified Translators can
translate, translating/interpreting for various institutions, translator's statements, Code of Ethics - good
practice, where to find jobs, etc.
When: Wednesday, November 10th 2021, 6:00-7:30 p.m.
Facilitated by the STIBC Office Staff
Price: Free
Best Practices for Professional Interpreters—Info for Certification Exams in Interpretation
About the Workshop: This 2-hour online workshop is beneficial for beginners in the field of interpreting
and an excellent refresher for seasoned interpreters, in particular for those who will be taking the
certification exam. The topics discussed are relevant to all types of interpreters: community, court and
medical. The following topics will be covered: introduction to the different types of interpreting-community, court and medical interpreting; interpreting methods; Interpreter's Code of Professional
Conduct; ethical questions; guidelines for interpreters; and certification.
When: Wednesday, November 17th 2021, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: Bekircan Tahberer holds a BA in German and an MA in History of Medicine and Ethics.
He joined STIBC in 2009 and earned his first certification in 2010. He also worked for STIBC from 2009 to
2018. He has worked as a professional translator, historian, numismatist, and writer.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
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Indigenous Languages: Diversity, Revitalization, and Challenges
About the Workshop: This webinar will provide an overview of the diversity of Indigenous languages in
Canada as well as community-led strategies for their revitalization. It will feature case studies that highlight
some of the unique challenges of translating and interpreting Indigenous languages, as well as the roles that
non-Indigenous language experts might play as allies in Indigenous language revitalization and
reconciliation.
When: Wednesday, November 24th 2021, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: Dr Heather Bliss is a non-Indigenous linguist living and working in the traditional and
unceded territories of the hənq̓ ə̓ minə̓ m̓-speaking peoples. Her interest in Indigenous language revitalization
stems from long-standing collaborative relationships with members of the Blackfoot-speaking Siksika and
Kaianai Nations in Southern Alberta. Heather is a Lecturer at Simon Fraser University, and Adjunct Professor
at the University of British Columbia and the University of Calgary.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
Language-Specific Webinar: English to Japanese Translation
About the Workshop: This is a workshop for Japanese speakers. There are many ways to correctly translate
a sentence from a source language to a target language. But which translations are more acceptable to pass
CTTIC's (Canadian Translators, Terminologists and Interpreters Council) Certification Exams in Translation?
In this interactive workshop, participants will receive a text to translate at home and bring to the workshop.
At the workshop, the facilitator (a Certified Translator) will provide feedback on participants' translations
and will also discuss other common translation issues.
When: Friday, November 26th 2021, 5:00-6:30 p.m.
Instructor: Yasuko Garlick
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
Grammar Bootcamp
About the Workshop: Grammar by instinct—we're all guilty. Good instincts will get you far, but they'll also
lead you into traps now and then. This workshop/webinar runs through the top five grammar and
punctuation errors in publications, teaching you to spot the gaffes and banish them from your own
documents. Warm up with a grammar exercise (provided in advance) and get ready to retrain your instincts.
When: Friday, November 29th 2021, 5:00-6:30 p.m.
About the Instructor: Frances Peck, BA, MA, is a writer and Certified Professional Editor (Hon.) who works
on material ranging from manuals and websites to technical documents and reports. Most of her clients are in
the government, corporate, non-profit and association sectors. She has taught at the University of Ottawa,
Simon Fraser University and Douglas College, and gives editing and writing workshops across Canada.
Price: STIBC Members: $45, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $65.
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Introduction to Medical Interpreting
About the Workshop: By the end of this workshop, participants will have learned: how to become a medical
interpreter, how to prepare for medical interpreting assignments, how to follow professional conduct in
medical interpreting. This is an online webinar via Zoom. The Zoom link will be emailed to registrants on the
morning of November 9.
When: Wednesday, December 1st 2021, 5:00-6:30 p.m.
About the Instructor: Young Joe has worked as a professional interpreter—primarily in healthcare, legal,
and community interpreting—for 15 years. Before she became the first Certified Medical Interpreter in
Canada in 2016, she earned her Master's Degrees in Translation & Interpreting and in International Relations
from Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia, in 2008. As an enthusiastic interpreting trainer, she teaches
medical interpreting skills at Simon Fraser University and provides training for students in health care and
social work at UBC.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
Consecutive Interpreting: Introduction and Practice
About the Workshop: This two-hour online workshop is beneficial for beginners in the field of interpreting,
and an excellent refresher for seasoned interpreters, in particular for those interpreters who passed the
certification exam. The workshop will provide hands-on interpreting practice with consecutive interpreting
techniques and tips. The script is based on real-case scenarios. Participants will also learn how to do selfguided practice to update their consecutive interpreting skills.
When: Monday, December 6th 2021, 5:00-6:30 p.m.
About the Instructor: Young Joe has worked as a professional interpreter—primarily in healthcare, legal,
and community—for 15 years. Before she became the first Certified Medical Interpreter in Canada in 2016,
she earned her Master's Degrees in Translation & Interpreting and in International Relations from Macquarie
University in Sydney, Australia, in 2008. As an enthusiastic interpreting trainer, she teaches medical
interpreting skills at Simon Fraser University and provides training for students in health care and social
work at UBC.
Price: STIBC Members: $20, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $40.
Clearing the Fog: Plain Language Writing (with Frances Peck)
About the Workshop: This workshop/webinar introduces you to seven practical tips for how to write in
plain language. After a quick look at what plain language is and how the reader fits in, we'll discuss the
importance of concrete terms, simple words, short sentences, and the ever-crucial verb. Then we'll examine
real-life examples of how plain language can make even the most complex documents easy to read.
When: Wednesday, December 8th 2021, 5:00-6:30 p.m.
About the Instructor: Frances Peck, BA, MA, is a writer and Certified Professional Editor (Hon.) who works
on material ranging from manuals and websites to technical documents and reports. Most of her clients are in
the government, corporate, non-profit and association sectors. She has taught at the University of Ottawa,
Simon Fraser University and Douglas College, and gives editing and writing workshops across Canada.
Price: STIBC Members: $45, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $65.
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Interview Series: Court Interpreter Trang Nguyen
The Voice recently caught up with
certified
Vietnamese-English
court
interpreter and STIBC’s new Vice
President, TRANG ANGIE NGUYEN. Trang
has worked in this profession for 30 years
and in the last decade has been a marker
for the Attorney General of Ontario to
certify court interpreters in that province.
She is also on the Advisory Committee
with the Court Services Branch of the BC
Ministry of the Attorney General where
she advocates for court interpreters,
ensuring they have a voice and helping
them to resolve any issues they encounter
in the course of their work. For years now,
she has been instrumental in advocating
for better pay rates, cancellation policies
and working conditions for Court
Interpreters in BC.
Trang, how did you get started as an interpreter?
was born in Vietnam and came to Canada as a refugee “boat person” when I was nine. I often interpreted
informally in the community, and by the time I graduated from high school, I was already doing some work
for the Vancouver Police Department’s Homicide Section. I would go with them to crime scenes when they
needed me. At that time, I wanted to study Criminology, and later I took the interpreting course at Langara
College and VCC. You had to take a test in order to get into the course, and the course itself lasted 18 months—
12 months for court interpreting, including a practicum, and six months to interpret in health care settings.
Once I received an Accredited Court Interpreter certificate, I started working in court. At first it was going to be
a side job, but it began to take more and more of my time. I was studying at Simon Fraser University, including
distance learning courses, and I was also working full time. Back then there was a lot of work, and on weekdays
I was busy from 7 am to 11 pm, and the next day, it started all over again. And at that time, in the nineties, there
was also a lot of travel involved, so I was often on the road to different courthouses in B.C.

What kind of cases were you involved in?
There were all kinds of cases, including murder, manslaughter, prostitution rings, kidnappings, robbery, gangviolence, extortion, sexual assaults, drugs importation and many others. Sometimes they were high-profile trials,
which can add to the anxiety and pressure. As an interpreter you have to be very accurate and careful. Every
single morning of a trial you have to swear an oath that you will interpret accurately and faithfully to the best of
your skills and abilities. So it’s serious.
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It sounds like you were often under a lot of pressure. How did you deal with that?
The training helped a lot. There was a practicum, and we also went to watch trials. Once, Langara College and
VCC partnered with the law faculty at UBC and we had a mock trial together with mock interpreting. It was a lot
of fun. The training also taught us a lot about legal vocabulary and bilingual terminology, and court proceedings.
There was a general law component, and then there were bilingual teachers. There were also exams for all these
components and a required high mark average. The exams were challenging, but the interpreters who passed
them were well prepared for their professional future.

What is your schedule like? Do you know ahead of time how much you will be working?
There is always some uncertainty about interpreters’ schedules. A trial can be expected to take many months
and then, on the second day, the accused might decide to plead guilty and it is all over. So you have to be flexible.
And in terms of how many hours a court interpreter works, it’s also very variable. Sometimes it is the whole day,
sometimes half the day, sometimes you might be interpreting for a witness and he or she can be on and off the
stand for just a few minutes. And you also need to consider travel time, which can be significant, as you may have
to travel anywhere in BC.

Do you know what the court case is going to be about beforehand? Can you prepare?
I don’t know until I get there, unless it’s a long trial, in which case I might have some information, but mostly I
find out what the case is about on that day. Some days I have a long list of many remand cases in different
courtrooms. including things like adjournments, bail hearings, guilty pleas, probation order variations, family
conferences and traffic violations.

What resources can you use in court? Pen and paper? Can you use your phone to look things up?
Phones are not allowed for interpreters, unfortunately. But we do take pen and paper and often take down
detailed notes, sometimes using shorthand. We have systems for taking notes, and the witnesses and other trial
participants can sometimes speak English. We have some training about terminology and all the legal aspects, so
we can also rely on that.

Do you interpret everything that is going in the court?
If I’m interpreting for an accused who does not speak English, then I have to interpret everything for them. That
includes anything anyone says, switching to simultaneous interpreting if necessary, which can be challenging.
And again, it is very important, because they have a right to justice, and they need to understand the context of
the trial and anything that might be relevant.

So do you just sit with them throughout the trial?
Yes, it’s often just the interpreter and the accused in the box, and sometimes it can feel unsafe, because everyone
else, the counsel and the judge, are sitting far away, and if the person has been accused of a violent crime and has
an illness, it can actually be quite concerning to some. But for me, I just take it as part of my job. I was already
going to crime scenes with the police when I was 18 years old, so I’m used to those kinds of situations.

What is the most challenging aspect of court interpreting?
Your personality is important. You have to be calm and patient at all times, and you have to be sensitive to the
specific case. Sometimes, if a lawyer or judge is not getting the answer they want from the accused, they might
attribute that to the interpreter not doing a good job and get them to ask the same question over and over,
which can be stressful. Often the interpreter is doing nothing wrong, but rather it is the accused who is trying
to deflect the question. You have to stay very calm in situations like that and just keep going. And you have to
remember that the things you are dealing with are extremely important and that they can change people’s lives
forever. For example, the accused might make a threat in the courtroom and the person could be charged with
a new crime according to your interpretation, so as an interpreter you have to be very calm and very neutral.
There can be no embellishment and no omissions. You have to interpret everything, even swear words, and
convey the tone if it is relevant. And you can’t allow your own feelings to come into it, and that’s hard to do. As
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human beings we are not machines, but we have to be very professional. Sometimes when there are funny
stories in court, everyone will laugh except the interpreter, because we are so focused on doing our job.

So do most court interpreters have other jobs?
Well, Canada is a multicultural country and therefore there is quite a lot of work for court interpreters, but the
exact amount really does depend on the language combination. I personally also work in ICBC discoveries, and
as an immigration and health care interpreter. And, although they are different skills, some court interpreters
are also translators, which is a good combination.

Have you ever been in a difficult situation you can tell us about?
Family cases can be especially difficult, because there are a lot of emotions involved. I’ve had occasions where
one of the parties was really worked up, and as I mentioned before, it is very important as an interpreter not to
get swept up by emotion, or take sides. Sometimes the parties might argue outside the court room, and if things
are getting loud the sheriffs might get involved and ask the interpreter to help them understand what is going
on. Family cases are tough because there is a lot at stake, not just marital assets, but also the custody of
children. And then there are—of course—sexual assault cases, which are demanding and challenging for
interpreters, because there can be a lot of nuance and victims rely on the interpreters to be their voice and
faithfully communicate their experience to the court.

What would you recommend for people who want to get started in the profession?
Right now, unfortunately, there are no accredited and extended court interpreting courses in BC, but one thing
you can do is go and watch court cases where interpretation is required. It is public, so anyone can attend. You
can also get in touch with experienced interpreters and shadow them at trials that use your language
combination. Another thing that’s also very important is to learn more about the BC justice system and make
sure you’re familiar with all the bilingual legal terminology. And I would recommend that you take some
courses, because then you know what the required standard is, and you can be aware of your strengths and
work on your weaknesses.

Scammers and their Methods
By Luke Yin
Over the past year, scammers have targeted translators quite frequently. Due in part to the COVID-19 pandemic
slowly coming to an end, scams seem to have increased in recent months.
Scammers these days often masquerade as legitimate, well-known businesses, though their emails usually
contain typos or strange formatting (e.g. random words in different font sizes). One of the most reliable ways to
tell whether an email is a scam is to look at the email address. If there is a typo in the address (e.g. Metrion
Biosciences  metronbiosciences.com), it’s extremely likely to be a scam. Many scammers also use multiple
different names in the same email. For example, an email supposedly from McDonald Katherine (as seen in
your inbox) may be signed by Robert Kirby in the message itself.
More traditional scamming methods include overpaying the translator with a cheque and asking for a refund,
or getting the translator to translate large volumes of text without providing basic details such as the target
language. Generic scams, such as phishing attacks, which try to get you to click on a link, are also commonplace.
Remember to stay alert and if you come across a scam, please let the STIBC office know so we can keep sharing
information and keeping our members safe.
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Book Titles in Translation
by Ben Crompton
ometimes deciding on a title for a translated book is a piece of cake. Presumably, all those long-ago
translators of Jane Eyre didn't lie awake for hours wrestling with how to deal with the words on the cover.
And translators must have loved Charles Dickens, who often seemed to run out of creative juices when it
came to naming his books: David Copperfield, Oliver Twist, Nicholas Nickleby, Barnaby Rudge.
At the opposite end of the spectrum are complex titles that are either absurdly long or contain puns or double
meanings. How would you tackle a title like The Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet for example? Or Even
Cowgirls Get the Blues? Titles like this are just like any other translation riddle that might keep you up at night
staring at cracks in the ceiling, except that the stakes are higher as your solution ends up on the cover of the book.
Below is a selection of a few interesting book titles that were rendered in other languages. Enjoy!
The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo (Stieg Larsson)
The original Swedish title for the book was Män som hatar kvinnor (Men Who Hate Women). Italian stuck with
a direct translation (Uomini che odiano le donne) while Spanish opted to change a tense and tone down the hate
for some reason—Los hombres que no amaban a las mujeres (Men Who Didn't Love Women). German got creative
with Verblendung (Blindness and/or Delusion), and English went completely off the rails with The Girl With the
Dragon Tattoo.
Jaws (Peter Benchley)
It's a punchy title in English that has sent shivers down many a spine. But somehow the single word “jaws” didn't
make it onto the cover of the book in any other language. French went with Teeth of the Sea (Les Dents du mer),
Spanish and Italian went with Shark (Tiburon and Lo squalo respectively). Maybe the word “jaws” just wasn't
terrifying enough in the other languages?
The Virgin Suicides (Jeffrey Eugenides)
Do yourself a favour and read this book if you haven't already. Jeffrey Eugenides' debut novel about five ill-fated
sisters is hauntingly beautiful and sad. Most languages stayed somewhat faithful to the original title: French
ditched “The” but otherwise left it in English, Greek went with Suicidal Virgins (Αυτόχειρες παρθένοι) while
Italian opted for a direct translation: Le vergini suicide. Chinese softened the title with Death diary (死亡日记).
Jeder stirbt für sich allein (Hans Fallada)
This great German wartime book by Hans Fallada is based on the true story of Otto and Elise Hampel—an average
German couple who stood against the Nazi regime in their own small way. For some reason, most languages
opted for some version of the English title, Alone in Berlin—Seul dan Berlin in French, Solo en Berlín in Spanish,
and Ensam i Berlin in Swedish. Clearly, locating the book in Berlin (or Germany) was seen as indispensable in the
foreign language versions, while taken for granted in the original.
Brave New World (Aldous Huxley)
Aldous Huxley's dystopian masterpiece is fascinating on many levels, from the very first sentence (which doesn't
have a verb for some reason) to the very last. Actually, scratch that—the book is fascinating right from its iconic
title: Brave New World. Huxley borrowed the words from Shakespeare's The Tempest, which must have caused
headaches galore for the book's poor translators. (Won't anybody think of the translators!?) The ingenious
French solution was to replace the Shakespeare quote with one from Voltaire's Candide, resulting in Le Meilleure
des mondes (The Best of All Possible Worlds). But most other languages just pasted parts of the original English
on the cover: Italian went with Il mondo nuovo (The New World), German and Chinese opted for Beautiful New
World (Schöne neue Welt and 美麗新世界 respectively), and Spanish decided on A Happy World (Un mundo feliz).
The editors strongly recommend not researching title translations on the Internet, as it is a never-ending rabbit hole you may
never dig yourself out of. But if you have a favourite, please send it our way and we'll share it in the next issue.
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An Afternoon with Olivier Mannoni on International Translation Day
Oliver Mannoni is a German-to-French translator of novels as well as philosophical and historical works of nonfiction. He has
translated such writers as Kafka, Freud and Zweig, and he recently completed a retranslation of Hitler’s Mein Kampf. STIBC
hosted a special event and interviewed Mr. Mannoni to mark International Translator’s Day on September 30th, 2021.

Mannoni was first asked if he had any recommendations for new graduates interested in literary translation. He
told us that, as a young translator, there was no such thing as an education in literary translation. It was just
unthinkable. Nowadays there are lots of education programs in France—too many perhaps. But when students
leave these programs, they are not equipped with the tools they need to succeed. Mannoni went on to encourage
new graduates to seek advice from established professionals. Often translators working in the field can offer
advice and share experiences that new translators simply can’t get in an academic setting.
In addition to working as a more than full time translator (he starts work at 4:30 AM and often doesn’t finish
until 10 PM), Mannoni has served as the director of the École
de traduction littéraire in Paris for the last ten years.
Mannoni and his staff teach translation itself as well as the
other aspects of the trade that are sometimes less obvious.
During the course of the program, the school invites industry
professionals to come and share their experiences—
everyone from copywriters to editors to lawyers to fact
checkers. Because 90% of translators in France work in the
English-French combination, the school seeks to expand the
horizons of its graduates by working with a variety of less
common languages.
When asked how best to approach the challenge of creating a new translation of a famous book or author that
has been previously translated, Mannoni responded that the first step is to be sure that a retranslation is actually
necessary. There has to be a clear need for a retranslation of a previously translated work. In cases where the
original translation lacks clarity or clearly departs from the original text, publishers will sometimes contract a
translator.
Mannoni almost never reads the original translation. There are some special cases where the original might have
influenced the language or terminology in a given field, so the translator needs to be aware of that. For instance,
with Freud, many of the terms he coined already had an established translation in French. However, in general a
translator should approach a retranslation as they would any other work. Comparing yourself to other
translators can only make you second-guess yourself or feel nervous.
A while back, Mannoni was involved with a Herculean retranslation of Hitler’s Mein Kampf, which recently came
into the public domain. It was a team effort involving more than twenty-five historians and fact-checkers. Part of
the reason the French publisher Fayard decided to retranslate the book is revealed in the title—Historicizing
Evil: A Critical Edition of Mein Kampf. Hitler’s prose is described by Mannoni as a “word soup” of lies couched in
baffling run-on sentences. In contrast to the original French translation, which edited away much of Hitler’s
problematic style, Fayard was determined to produce an extremely bad book—just like the original.
More problematic than the book’s style was that it was riddled with lies. “For example, Hitler writes that when
his parents died, they left him with nothing, which is totally false. He also portrayed himself as a hero during
World War One, which is also false—he played an insignificant role.”
In closing, Mannoni was asked for his thoughts about the following quote by English writer Anthony Burgess:
"Translation is not a matter of words only: it is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture." “I think he is
absolutely right. And perhaps he doesn’t go far enough. At the risk of exaggerating, I would say that where he
states that translation isn’t just a question of words, I would say it has nothing to do with words. Let’s say we’re
looking at an iceberg. The words represent the tip of the iceberg. But if we only translate the tip, then the reality
of a text disappears completely. In order to translate, you need to dive. You need to discover what is beneath.”
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Courage, Bullsh*t, or just Balls to You?
By Radhika Yeddanapudi
first read Elena Salamanca’s poem, “Sobre el mito de santa Tecla,” at the ALTA43 conference in 2020. I was
attending Janice Gan and Ryan Greene’s presentation of their web-based translation for the Cartonera
collective as part of a Cardboard House Press initiative. They invited us to send alternative English
translations and I did so very soon after the workshop, but I was itching to move to Hindi. For those of you
who live in more than one language, you know the feeling. It’s an irresistible itch to find a way to express the
underlying value of the ideas expressed – in this case, the idea that a married woman is not at the service of her
spouse, but has her own ideas.
This, then, is the problem. We import ideas, and not only the acceptable ones. Bang in the middle of Salamanca’s
poem, the married female narrator says, “…y nunca, mucho menos, acariciarán tus testículos”, which can be
roughly translated into English as, “and never, least of all, will they caress your testicles.” “Testicles” in English
has about ten slang equivalents, with some predominantly American and others British in usage. “Testículos” in
Spanish has at least two well-known ones, cojones and huevos, both used in the plural. But both “testicles” and
“testículos” refer unequivocally to a pair of male sexual organs in the polite register. I looked up the term in Hindi
and couldn’t find anything in the polite register. अंडकोष (pronounced Undkosh) and वीयकोष (pronounced
Veeryakosh) are formal terms, but not ones you would use in conversation. Every reference in a formal register
was in the following contexts: prostate cancer, sexual dysfunction, pornography (the tagline, “woman bites off
testicle in her passion” alerted me!), and childlessness.
I began then to check with four fellow translators who either work with Hindi or have some familiarity with it.
After various suggestions and some back and forth, I was left with this question: “Have we never learned to use
a polite term for this part of the male anatomy in a colloquial but non-vulgar way?” For example, when a mother
explains to her son that he must wash under his testicles to clean himself, just like he would wash his face. A
perfectly normal everyday ritual. Non-translators gave me some words too, either echoing previous responses
from translators or using euphemistic alternatives such as “नीचे” (pronounced knee+ché), which simply
indicates a direction: “down there.”
How important is this word to the poem? Thematically, before this line, the poem deals with a man seeking
matrimony in order to get a woman to serve him, set against her unwillingness to do so. Then the line in question
containing the word testículos appears. After this line comes the retribution of the man, who supposedly
cherished her before, followed by the woman’s metarevenge, and finally the poignant concluding thought the
man has: that asking for the hand of certain women should be forbidden. All this is written from the woman’s
point of view. My conclusion: the line is of crucial importance, marking as it does the point of departure. The
word “testículos” functions like a hinge opening the door to reveal the man’s unhinged expectations of the
woman’s body.
Around this time, I also read the wonderful The Translator’s Little Book of Poetry, and then reread the poem. I
could feel how the narrator’s hands floated and weaved, creating magic through their work, care, or love.
However, the testicles are the only part of the husband’s anatomy that are mentioned, and then only serve to
emphasize her unwillingness to give pleasure – the ultimate abrogation of her womanly duties, a Lysistrataesque
move. The words, “…y nunca, mucho menos, acariciarán tus testículos” are arrows, scornful, piercing the man’s
pride, and sure of their intentional disdain. As a translator, and as a woman – and here I declare my activism – I
couldn’t neglect the poet’s intention. Therefore, the word needed to be translated “impact for impact.”
I’m still translating the poem, and there are at least two other slightly less wildly troublesome words. The more
I think about it though, I feel (rather than think) that a polite Indian woman would react with great scorn, using
metaphor and allusion, rather than the bald word. The word “झुमके” (pronounced JHUM-K), meaning “dangling
earrings,” appeals to me. It is normally used by men to disparage other men who are seen as insufficiently
masculine, or effeminate or homosexual, and it symbolizes something that is merely decorative without much
value. In short, the patriarchy at work. To use this very patriarchal construction on the “man” of this poem is
sweet. But, like any good translator, I will consider many options before using it. Your suggestions are welcome.
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The STIBC Voice Calling All Members!
he STIBC Voice, published four times a year (January, April, July and October), is looking for
contributions that relate to the translation and interpretation industries locally, nationally, and
internationally.
Author-members eager to share new ideas, sources of inspiration, proposals for improvement, and
experiences of interest to colleagues and friends are invited to submit news items, articles,
announcements or illustrated essays that fit into the following framework:
News Items and Announcements (50–200 words)
Brief notices about events, issues and projects relevant to STIBC.
Feature Articles (500–800 words)
Longer pieces that entertain, enlighten and compel
 discussing one or more topics of interest in depth;
 sharing knowledge, for example professional experiences, implementation efforts in markets,
or tips and tricks;
 offering new perspectives on current global issues affecting our profession, such as migration,
citizenship and technological change;
 reflecting on technical and linguistic matters, educational issues, regulatory perspectives, etc.
Submissions should include a title, the author’s name and date (section headings optional). The use
of images (paintings, sketches, photos, tables and/or sidebars) for illustration and emphasis is
encouraged.
All contributed material must comply with the ethical principles and standards of professional
conduct set out in the STIBC Code of Ethics (see the Bylaws, Part 14).
Please send all texts (.doc, .docx, or .rtf files, double-spaced 12-point standard font, basic formatting)
and images (.jpg or .png files) to the STIBC Voice Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org
All articles selected for publication will be edited for content (including length, if they exceed the
recommended word count and space is tight), spelling and grammar.
Contributions are welcome at any time throughout the year, but…

THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEXT ISSUE IS
Saturday, January 1, 2022.
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o suggest ideas for articles or to ask about any other details, please contact the STIBC Voice
Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org.
Please note: Certified Members are reminded that each article they contribute that is accepted for
publication in the Voice is eligible for 1 CE credit under the Continuing Education Chart
subscription/contribution category, which allows a maximum of 5 credits in this category per year.
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